From: Linda Kelly
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 8:52 PM
To: betsy mallace <betsymallace@yahoo.com>
Cc: Whitney Hopkins <whithop@gmail.com>; Michael Wall <michael.wall1022@gmail.com>; Bryan St. Amant
<bryanst@vinteractive.com>; Eric Wee <ericwee1@yahoo.com>; Brad Whitworth <brad@bradwhitworth.com>; Town
Council <TownCouncil@Townofwindsor.com>
Subject: Re: Town draft response to BIA

Hi Betsy,
Thank you very much. I can't speak for the Councilmembers but to be candid, we have not been entirely in
agreement in our positions and I don't foresee us making all of the changes you request. The Council has not
taken a hard line to fight the Tribe in recent years since the FONSI. I will closely review your requested
changes and discuss with our attorney. The Council is receiving all of your comments and can choose to include
all or some of them in the letter.
We are trying to respond within the confines of what the BIA requested in their letter to us, regarding the
application at issue, while adding additional information to provide context and reasoning. I do agree that the
zoning paragraphs could use more clarity and tightening up perhaps. A previous draft version of these
paragraphs was more wordy and this is shorter but it is a little wordy still and could be clearer in terms of what
is not allowed. I will look at that again.
We have not heard anything yet from the BIA with respect to a second letter or the half-blood issue.
I left a voice message for Congressman Huffman's office today.
Thank you again and on your other email, I am sorry we continue to have technical problems with email
delivery. I will report this to our IT support.
Thank you again,
Linda
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 13, 2017, at 4:34 PM, betsy mallace <betsymallace@yahoo.com> wrote:
Hi Linda,
Thank you for the below link and your efforts on this response letter.
I have seen some correspondence from others copied on this email and appreciate the opportunity to
add my thoughts. I have CC: all the people of your email, along with the town council.
Below are my thoughts and questions. I look forward to more discussion on Wednesday.
HR2538 was only valid during the 114 session of Congress, it is therefore no longer a valid bill. It
should only be mentioned as historical reference. There is no protection from any gaming in the BIA
application, and the current MOA only allows for very limited protection.
While this application is for 124 acres, it is know that the intent is much larger, as confirmed by the
MOA and the additional applications still pending at the BIA. It is disingenuous to state that the
proposed project is for 127 acres, 147 houses, when it has already been publicly stated it is much
larger. It has been confirmed to me by several government officials that IF land goes into trust all

contiguous/confirming lands will easily be added to the trust (without application due process or public
knowledge/input).
Since resolution 2458-09 is still valid on the town record, it should state "At that time, and currently
the town council opposes any project on the subject property that was not developed in conformity
with the Sonoma County General Plan or the Town’s UGB". (Bolding is mine). The towns recorded
position on non-conforming land is opposition. This should be clearly stated in the response.
It is incomplete to state "To date the Tribe has not taken steps to advance a ballot measure to amend
the Town UGB" without also stating that the tribe has stopped communicating or discussing this
matter for almost a year. In March 2016, the ballot measure was deemed "shelved".
Although the preferred ecological water and sewer source is the town of Windsor, it is only available
with a majority ballot vote of the people. The BIA should be advised of all the details of the only two
options for water/sewer; an uncertain vote of the people or a non-conforming ecologically damaging
private (currently illegal) system. A time extension should be asked for to allow for a ballot vote, if
there is not an approving ballot vote, then we would have to assume that the water system would be
non-conforming, and this should also be stated.
I think it is incomplete to not clearly state that a majority of the public opposition to this application is
due to the fact that it does not meet the legal requirements of the current law. That has been my
personal objection from the beginning, the Lyttons do not legally qualify for this land to be put into
trust. There are a lot of reasons why I don't want this project (cutting down trees, disregard of UGB,
zoning, ect...), but there is only one reason that this land should not be put into trust, and that is
because it is in violation of current law. Again, we can disagree with how the law is interpreted, but we
can all agree that there will be legal challenges IF this lands goes into trust. That is clearly not in the
best interest for the town of Windsor and it's citizens. Legal challenges will be a liability to the town
and that should be stated.
Please clarify that "estate residential" zoning is up to 3 houses per acre?
Under Zoning confirmation, I would like to see see more clearly noted all items that are NOT in
compliance. It is very loosely worded. ("not allowed" should be listed as "in violation" or "nonconforming"). This is the information the BIA specifically asked for.
Summary of public comment should not just list 12/7/16 as the date collected, but also note that
public input/comment was given at meetings held to specifically discuss the Lytton land trust by +500
people at the Furth Center on 8/25/15, +75 people at a special town council meeting on 10/21/15,
+100 people at the Windsor Grange on 2/1/2016, and numerous times at many regular town council
meetings. It is incomplete to just list 12/7/16 as the date of public comment.
As a side note, any further update on the "re-qualifying" due to half-blood? From either the tribe or the
BIA?
Again, thank you for drafting this letter, for soliciting and considering public comment, and for most
importantly fully representing the will of the people of Windsor.
Regards,
Betsy Mallace
betsymallace@yahoo.com

From: Brad Whitworth [mailto:brad@bradwhitworth.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 10:56 PM
To: Linda Kelly <lkelly@Townofwindsor.com>
Cc: Whitney Hopkins <whithop@gmail.com>; betsy mallace <betsymallace@yahoo.com>; Michael Wall
<michael.wall1022@gmail.com>; Bryan St. Amant <bryanst@vinteractive.com>; Eric Wee <ericwee1@yahoo.com>; Peg
Champion <peg@pegchampion.com>
Subject: Re: Town draft response to BIA

Linda First, a big thank you. Thanks for including us in the process and congratulations on a solid first draft. You and
the staff have done a very good job of covering a complex topic clearly and concisely.
Of course, I've got some suggestions for you to consider.
On page 3 where you talk about HR 2538, I believe Huffman's bill is officially dead. If I understand the D.C.
process correctly, the bill died at the end of the last Congressional session. New Congress means he would have
to reintroduce the bill ... which we hope he does not do. You may want to confirm those facts and make
appropriate changes.
On page 5, you say the Town considers three elements to be critical and there are only two elements called out.
If you don't have a third one in mind, I have a suggestion. I believe the environmental assessment was based on
the initial application of 92 acres, not on the 124 acres. I think it would be responsible for the Town to ask that
the Tribe complete an environmental assessment on the entire 124-acre application since the project has grown
35% and the assessment is based on data that's a decade old.
Under your first point on that page, I think a simple word change could give it even more teeth. In the third
sentence, rather than saying "Should the land be taken into trust," it should be strengthened considerably by
saying "Before the land is taken into trust..." I don't want to see the land go into trust by a BIA action until after
a ballot measure is approved by voters for the environmentally responsible implementation of water and sewer
services.
In your concluding paragraph, I think you could expand the conciliatory call to include all parties: "... the Town,
the Tribe, the County, the BIA, and our community." I know the County cut Windsor out of the formula on the
MoA process. This would show that the Town really wants to be part of a larger, all-inclusive process.
On the page where you summarize the public comments, I think one item that should be included is the point
that Kamala Harris made: the tribe has an existing reservation in Contra Costa County and she said Sonoma
County should be off limits.
Look forward to seeing recommendations and ideas from others and how you are able to incorporate them into
your revisions. I'm sure you'll have lots of feedback in time for next week's Council meeting. Again, thanks for
all the hard work on this tough topic.
Best,
Brad

From: Bryan St. Amant [mailto:bryanst@vinteractive.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 4:52 PM
To: Linda Kelly <lkelly@Townofwindsor.com>
Subject: RE: Town draft response to BIA
Hi Linda,
If it’s not too late…here are two changes I’d like to see in the letter:
1) In your section on background, I think it would be salient to point out that our most recent
community survey & planning process reaffirmed the community’s intense desire to protect the
open space surrounding Windsor from non-permitted development.
2) Given community input collected by the Planning Dept, the long list of unmitigated negative
impacts you’ve highlighted in the letter and the uncertainty regarding extension of sewer services,
it would seem reasonable that the Town ask BIA to at least *delay* consideration of this
application until these issues can be resolved.
The lack of a clear “ask” at the end of letter is puzzling. Why include all the negative impacts if we’re not
going to ask for relief? I understand there is both a necessity for political compromise here and the need
to leave the door open for continued negotiations with the County and Tribe. Firm opposition like we had
back in 2009 is one extreme & no opposition (as expressed in the first draft of this letter) is the other
extreme. Asking for the BIA to delay might be a politically correct and effective choice.
Of course, that’s just me. I don’t envy your job of trying to balance or process all of these views, but I
thank you sincerely for the job that you’re doing.
I’ll see you tomorrow night…
Best regards,
Bryan St. Amant
VinterActive LLC
www.vinteractive.com

From: Eric Wee [mailto:ericwee1@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 2:05 PM
To: Linda Kelly <lkelly@Townofwindsor.com>
Cc: Robison, Michael <robisonoma@gmail.com>
Subject: Fwd: Important Town Council Meeting on Wed 1/18 About Lytton Indian Development

Linda,
Thank you for sending information about the draft letter the town has drawn up in response the the BIA’s
request for public comment.
Please find below our response to this letter that we have distributed. If you can also share this with the board
members individually, we would appreciate it.
We hope that you and the board will serious consider the requests made in the letter below.
Thanks.
Best,
Eric Wee
Michael Robison
Citizens for Windsor

Need Your Help At Important Windsor Town Council Meeting on Wednesday
1/18 at 6 p.m.

Dear Windsor Residents and Friends of Windsor,
The Windsor Town Council is back to its old ways of not representing the interests of
their Windsor constituents and we need your help at the next meeting this Wednesday
1/18 at 6 p.m.

In December, we told you how the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) had asked the Town
Council for a letter commenting on the Lytton's application to have hundreds of acres
on the edge of Windsor be taken into federal trust and made into a soverign nation.
There, the Lyttons' plan to build not only hundreds of homes but a 200-room hotel and
a 200,000 case winery. It would destroy the Windsor that we know today.
Many people from the community came out at the December town council meeting,
urging the town to write a letter saying they're against this land going to trust. We had
high hopes the town would support its 20,000+ residents instead of the Lytton
developers.
On Friday, the town released the draft of their letter which can be seen at:
http://windsorca.granicus.com/MetaViewer.php?view_id=2&event_id=1357&meta_id=47428
There are several problems with this draft:
1) The town never says that they are against this land going into trust and becoming a
soverign nation. Windsor residents have overwhelmingly asked for this simple
statement. Instead, the town contorts themselves in this letter to not say that in a
simple and straightforward manner.
2) In 2009 the town council passed a resolution against the Lyttons' plan to make this
a soverign nation/reservation. This is the last action on this matter by the town and
therefore the official position of Windsor. While the town mentions the 2009
resolution in the letter, they fail to make clear that this the town's official position at
this time.
3) The town, in this letter, says they support the County's Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) agreement that has the county supporting the Lyttons' plan in
exchange for certain concessions including $6.1 million dollars to the county and a 22year-ban on a casino on the land. By including this in this letter, they would be
supporting this land going into trust for the first time. We can not let this stand. The
town should not support this bad backroom deal by the county. We need to tell them
that we don't want them to sell the town's interests for a $6.1 million to the county.
4) The BIA can't move the Lyttons' land into trust because of a 2009 Supreme Court
decision called the Carcieri decision. It is a landmark decision that has halted many
such applications. Yet Windsor does not make this argument in their letter. They need
to do so.
5) The town's letter says that "a portion" of the community are against the Lyttons'
plan. This is a gross understatement. The overwhelming majority of Windsor residents
have voiced their opposition over and over to the town council. The letter also has
some of the public's objections listed at the end of the letter. But the objections are

listed in note like form and are hard to understand. These objections need to be listed
in a clear and full manner so the BIA understands the community's concerns.
In summary we want the town's letter to:
-State that the town is against the Lytton's land going into federal trust.
-Make it clear that the town's official position is the land should not go into trust
-To NOT support the County's backroom MOA agreement with the Lyttons.
-Point out that the BIA has no legal authority to move the land into trust because of the
Carcieri decision
-More clearly lay out the community's objections and make it clear that a
overwhelming majority of people in Windsor are against this plan.
The meeting will start at 6 p.m. It will be at:
Civic Center Council Chambers (Near the Library)
9291 Old Redwood Highway, Bldg. 400
Windsor, California 95492

This will be item 12.2 and there are several items before that. It is frustrating thing that
we are unsure exactly what time this will come before the council. Many times
residents have left before important items like this come up for discussion because
they can't wait. Please try to plan accordingly. Here is the full agenda:
http://windsorca.granicus.com/GeneratedAgendaViewer.php?view_id=2&event_id=1357
Thank you for your support in protecting Windsor.
Sincerely,
Eric Wee
Michael Robison
Citizens for Windsor
www.citizensforwindsor.com
info@citizensforwindsor.com

See what's happening on our social sites

From: Ian Butcher [mailto:Ian.Butcher@mwmconsulting.com]
Sent: Sunday, January 15, 2017 7:36 AM
To: Jenny.Callaway@mail.house.gov
Cc: Amy.Dutschke@bia.gov; Linda Kelly <lkelly@Townofwindsor.com>; Debora Fudge
<dlfudge@comcast.net>; millan@datainstincts.com; Sam Salmon <mayorsalmon@gmail.com>;
dominic@christophercreekwinery.com; Bruce Okrepkie <bokrepkie@gpins.com>
Subject: Lytton Rancheria
Dear Ms Callaway
I would be grateful if you could pass to Congressman Huffman the email below sent to Amy Dutschke at
the BIA just before Christmas, in response to their notice to Windsor Town Council about the Lytton
application to have lands moved into Trust.
Also I would point out that the leader of the Tribe, Margie Mejia, in another misleading statement,
made to the Senate in 2011, acknowledges that the 1991 settlement reached with the BIA “forbids the
Tribe from acquiring and using any land within the county for any purpose not included in the Sonoma
County General Plan” (para one on page two-see link below). Of course that is precisely what they are
now seeking to do.
http://www.indian.senate.gov/sites/default/files/upload/files/Margie-Mejia-testimony.pdf
The residents of Windsor and other parties effected by the Trust application hope that Congressman
Huffman, now he realizes the extent of the opposition to the plans, now backs the residents and brings
his influence to bear on the BIA to have them reject the application.
I would be grateful if you could acknowledge that this communication has been passed to the
Congressman.
Thank you
Ian Butcher
Ian Butcher
From: Ian Butcher
Sent: 22 December 2016 18:07
To: 'Amy.Dutschke@bia.gov'
Cc: 'Kevin.Bearquiver@bia.gov'; 'arvada.wolfin@bia.gov'; 'dcraigm@aol.com'
Subject: Lytton Rancheria

Dear Ms Dutschke
Please find attached a copy of a letter mailed to you today, together with the attachments referred to.
Regards
Ian Butcher
Ian.butcher@mwmconsulting.com

1900 Flora Marie Lane
Healdsburg
CA 95448

22 December, 2016

Amy Dutschke
Regional Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Pacific Regional Office
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, CA 95825

Dear Ms Dutschke
Re. Lytton Rancheria Land Fee-to-Trust Application

My wife and I live one mile from the center of Windsor and our property is contiguous
with one of the pieces of land owned by the Lytton Rancheria of California.
I would like to request that we be granted a 30 day extension to respond to the notice
received from the BIA requesting comments on this Fee-to Trust Application. This is a
complex and controversial matter which requires careful consideration. I have some initial
comments on the Application, set out below, but will have more once we are able to fully
consider the implications of the proposal and we are through the holiday period.
I am one of the Neighbors of the Lytton Development that retained the attorney Donald
Mitchell to write to you about the Application. It is clear from his submission (copy
attached) that the Lytton Rancheria of California (“the Tribe”) has no legal standing and
no right to be recognized as eligible for the Reservation they have petitioned for in
Windsor.
The plans the Tribe has for the land in this application will have a hugely detrimental
impact on the Town of Windsor and are of course completely outside the zoning and
planning guidelines adopted by the County and the Town. The environmental assessment
relied upon is significantly out of date (some of the testing relied on done in 2008) and was
conducted under the Federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) not the more
demanding California Environmental Policy Act (CEQA), much more attuned to the
environmental issues particular to California (even more critical today given the extreme
drought conditions we are experiencing).

I know that other neighbours have written to you about some of the many problems and
the distress that the granting of this Application would cause to the community. I am sure
that more detailed comments will be forthcoming if we are all granted an extension of the
comment period.
Today the Tribe owns considerably more land than the 124 acres which is the subject of
this application. At least 511 acres and by some estimates up to 1,300 acres! This initial
Application is therefore seen as something of a ‘Trojan horse’; granting it will potentially
open up the Town to development on a scale that should not be countenanced for a small
rural community. One of the concerns many have is the very partial way information is
presented to different stakeholders by the Tribe and its representatives, one of the reasons
why we have such concerns about the potential exploitation of Windsor that may take place
if the Application is granted.
To illustrate this latter point I will make reference to Margie Mejia’s (“MM”) testimony
(copy attached) to the House National Resources Sub Committee on Indian, Insular and
Alaska Native Affairs, June 7th 2015, reference H.R 2538. By way of background, this Bill
was presented to the House a day after it had been published and after negotiations had
taken place between the Tribe, the Sonoma County Board of Supervisors, Windsor school
board and fire department over several years, with no reference to the people of Windsor
whatsoever and with no representative of theirs being able to make any testimony to this
Committee.
Under the heading Background, in the second paragraph, MM states that “…Congress
enacted legislation to help purchase reservation lands for many of these Indians and
tribes. The Lytton Rancheria is one such tribe which received reservation lands in
Sonoma County from these purchases.”
Of course this is incorrect. As clearly shown in Donald Mitchell’s letter, the land was
acquired in 1927 by the BIA for two tribes, the Dry Creek Band and the Geyersville Band,
neither of whom decided to occupy it. In 1937 Bert Steele and his wife Mary were given
permission to build a house on this unoccupied land and in 1938 similar permission given
to Mary’s brother, John Myers and his wife Dolores to do the same. They were not a tribe.
In the third paragraph under Background, MM makes an even more disingenuous
statement: “with passage of the Rancheria Act of 1958, Lytton Rancheria, along with
dozens of other California tribes, had its relationship with the Federal government
terminated. This resulted in the Tribe losing all of its Rancheria lands as well, and it
once again became a destitute, landless Indian tribe with no means of supporting
itself.” Again as detailed in Donald Mitchell’s comments, in 1961 under the California
Rancheria Act, this land was GIFTED to Dolores Myers and eight descendants of Bert
Steel and John Myers. SUBSEQUENTLY THESE OWNERS ALL SOLD THEIR LAND
TO A VARIETY OF BUYERS.

In the sixth paragraph under Background, MM comments on the success of the Tribe in
establishing a reservation in San Pablo “with strong local support”. The basis of this grant
and the degree of local support are both questionable.
MM goes on to say in this paragraph “ Lytton has established a small, successful Class
II gaming operation in that location which is limited by law to electronic bingo games
and poker. The Tribe collects revenues from this facility to pay for tribal needs
including education and health care, as well as purchasing property for a homeland
and area to diversify the Tribe’s economic development.”
We understand the casino generates revenues of $100 million a year, possibly a lot more.
Clearly the Tribe is now very wealthy given their extensive purchases of prime real estate
in Sonoma. Just how much money does some supposed 300 Tribe members need to secure
their economic future? Is the BIA not concerned about the opaque nature of the Tribe, its
membership and how its resources are actually used?
A second reservation, with all the tax and other benefits which that would endow on the
Tribe, seems wholly unnecessary as well as outside the scope of the BIA to grant.
Under the heading County of Sonoma MM comments under the first bullet point “An
Environmental Assessment was prepared and submitted to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and circulated regarding the residential development area for tribal
housing. The Bureau of Indian Affairs issued a Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI) on June 5, 2012.” No mention made of the date of the testing work done and the
fact that it was carried out under the less onerous NEPA requirements.
In the second bullet point MM remarks “Some oak trees will be cut in the residential
area”. A pretty extraordinary assertion when the proposal is to cut 1,500 beautiful and
environmentally important blue oaks!
In the third bullet point she makes reference to “The Tribe has also agreed that for a
potential future lodging facility and winery, it will prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement in compliance with NEPA”. This rather understates the impact of a 200 room
resort, a 200,000 case a year winery, restaurant and event space! Of course the
environmental test they have agreed is again the less onerous NEPA one.
In the opening paragraph of the section headed Closing, MM again uses an emotional and
disingenuous argument “ We have been fighting back from losing our lands (the last
time) for more than 50 years…”, conveniently ignoring the facts, that the lands referred
to were sold by the Indians who had the land gifted to them.
The majority of the residents of Windsor and surrounding area affected by the Tribe’s plans
are vehemently opposed to what the BIA is trying to do, as evidenced by recent meetings
with the Town Council. However, I think I speak for many in the Windsor area when I say
that if the Tribe respected and complied with the requirements, zoning and planning
restrictions placed on others in Sonoma, they would be welcome to invest the wealth they

enjoy from their San Pablo casino in land in the County and to be the good neighbours they
profess to be.
I look forward to hearing from you on the request for a 30 day extension to the comment
period.
Sincerely

Ian Butcher
Cc. Kevin Bearquiver
James Gore, et al

TESTIMONY OF CHAIRPERSON MARGIE MEJIA
LYTTON RANCHERIA, SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA
BEFORE HOUSE NATURAL RESOURCES SUBCOMMITTEE
ON INDIAN, INSULAR AND ALASKA NATIVE AFFAIRS
H.R. 2538
LYTTON RANCHERIA HOMELAND ACT OF 2015
JUNE 17, 2015
Good morning Chairman Young, Ranking Member Ruiz and Members of the Subcommittee on
Indian, Insular and Alaska Native Affairs. My name is Margie Mejia, Chairperson of the Lytton Rancheria
in Santa Rosa, California. Thank you for allowing me to be here today to speak in strong support of H.R.
2538, the Lytton Rancheria Homeland Act of 2015. A special thank you to our Congressman Jared
Huffman for working with the Tribe to introduce the bill and to our neighboring Congressman Jeff
Denham for supporting us and cosponsoring the bill.
If enacted, H.R. 2538 would right a historical wrong and restore a permanent homeland for the
Lytton Rancheria now and for our future generations. The bill would provide that lands currently owned
by the Tribe in fee be held in federal trust and have reservation status. On behalf of the members of the
Lytton Rancheria of California, I ask that you support the Lytton Rancheria Homeland Act of 2015.
Background
The Lytton Rancheria is a federally recognized Pomo Indian Tribe from California’s San Francisco
Bay area. Prior to European contact it is estimated that as many as 350,000 Indians were living in what
is now the State of California. By the end of the 19th Century, that number was reduced by ninety‐six
percent (96%) to approximately 15,000.
The Pomo people occupied lands in the northern part of California that spanned an area from
the Pacific coast at the northern San Francisco Bay area to the Lake District in northern California. Their
ancestors were devastated by the Gold Rush and hostile State and Federal policies towards Indians in
the 19th Century. By the early 1900’s most Indians and Indian tribes from the area that managed to
survive were poverty stricken, landless and homeless. Because of this unconscionable state of affairs in
California, Congress enacted legislation to help purchase reservation lands for many of these Indians and
tribes. The Lytton Rancheria is one such tribe which received reservation lands in Sonoma County from
these purchases.
The Tribe resided and flourished on the land sustaining itself by farming and ranching until it
once again fell prey to bad “Indian policy” on the part of the government. Unfortunately, the hostile
attitude toward California tribes soon returned, and with passage of the Rancheria Act of 1958, Lytton
Rancheria, along with dozens of other California tribes, had its relationship with the Federal government
terminated. This resulted in the Tribe losing all of its Rancheria lands as well, and it once again became
a destitute, landless Indian tribe with no means of supporting itself. As has now been widely accepted,
the Rancheria Act was another failed attempt to cause Indian tribes to disband. Despite the hardships

caused to it by continuously losing its homelands, the Lytton Tribe remained cohesive and strong, not
giving up its claim that it had been wrongfully terminated.
In 1987, the Tribe joined with three other tribes in a lawsuit against the United States
challenging the termination of their Rancherias. In 1991 a federal court concluded in “Scotts Valley
Band of Pomo Indians of the Sugar Bowl Rancheria v. United States of America” No. C‐86‐3660 (N.D.Cal.
March 22, 1991), that the termination of the Lytton Rancheria was indeed unlawful, and Lytton’s
federally recognized tribal status was restored by court order. In part the Stipulated Judgment reads,
“…that the distributees of the Lytton Rancheria are eligible for all rights and benefits extended to Indians
under the Constitution and laws of the United States; and that the Lytton Indian Community and its
members shall be eligible for all rights and benefits extended to other federally recognized Indian tribes
and their members, …”
Lytton’s status was restored, but its land base, now owned by non‐Indians, was not returned to
them and Lytton remained a landless and impoverished tribe. The Tribe had no home to return to. The
Stipulated Judgment that ended the case was agreed to by federal and County authorities and
specifically promised the Tribe a new homeland in Sonoma County on lands to be held in federal trust.
Twenty‐four years later, the Tribe is still waiting for that promise to be fulfilled. Almost three
generations of our people have not known what it is like to live in a community on tribal lands.
In 2000 Congress passed Section 819 of P.L. 106‐568 which directed the Secretary of Interior to
take certain land into trust for gaming purposes for the Tribe in San Pablo, California. This action was
taken after due consideration and with strong local support. Lytton has established a small, successful
Class II gaming operation in that location which is limited by law to electronic bingo games and poker.
The Tribe collects revenues from this facility to pay for tribal needs including education and health care,
as well as purchasing property for a homeland and area to diversify the Tribe’s economic development.
The Tribe’s 9.5 acre San Pablo trust parcel is only large enough for the gaming facility and cannot meet
the Tribe’s need for tribal homeland.
Need for Trust Land
Indian tribes have long been held to be distinct political communities. This inherent sovereignty
of tribal governments is acknowledged in the United States Constitution, as well as treaties, legislation
and judicial and administrative decisions. Land is essential for tribes in order for them to function as
governments. Tribal trust lands are especially important to this advancement. Tribes need trust lands so
that they can provide governmental services for their members, such as housing, health care, education,
economic development, and in order to protect historic, cultural and religious ties to the land.
The Indian Reorganization Act (“IRA”) recognized the need for tribes to have and govern their
own lands to provide for the advancement and self‐support of their people. The legislative history of the
IRA clearly shows the intent of Congress to address and ameliorate the extensive loss of land tribes had
suffered. Specifically, the IRA made a change in federal Indian policy which would “establish machinery

whereby Indian tribes would be able to assume a greater degree of self‐government, both politically and
economically.” This is done through growing their land bases.
Every Indian tribe needs to have a homeland with clearly delineated authority to provide
services to its members and jurisdiction over its lands to provide the necessary infrastructure and land
use planning for future generations. With the exception of the small parcel Congress provided it for
gaming in San Pablo, which is not large enough for a tribal homeland, Lytton Rancheria has been left
essentially landless since it was terminated in 1961. For more than fifty years the Tribe has not been
able to provide its members a homeland on which to have housing, community and governmental
facilities, and to follow their religious practices without interference from outsiders.
Lytton Rancheria has used revenues from the San Pablo Casino to purchase lands, from willing
sellers and at fair market value, near its former Rancheria in the Alexander Valley of Sonoma County.
Lytton Rancheria has concentrated the purchase of property near the Town of Windsor and currently
holds these lands in fee status. The attached map entitled, “Lytton Fee Owned Property to be Taken
into Trust – May1, 2015” shows the property proposed for trust status under H.R. 2538 which includes
511 acres. There will be no gaming on any of the lands covered in H.R. 2538. The bill specifically
prohibits gaming on any of the lands.
Of the acreage proposed for trust status, the Tribe proposes to use approximately 124.12 acres
for housing and other governmental and community facilities. This will allow it to have a homeland for
its members after fifty years in exile. A portion of the land proposed to be taking into trust is currently
being used for economic development purposes such as viniculture.
The Tribe has purchased a number of vineyards and is operating them in an environmentally
sensitive manner. Vineyards that were in various stages of disrepair prior to the Tribe’s purchase are
now being put back into clean, healthy working order. Small tributaries of the Russian River that have
long been clogged and unusable by fish are being cleaned out and made ready for use again.
Additionally, the Tribe has installed wind machines to use during frost warnings to keep the grapes from
freezing, rather than using overhead spray from the Russian River like many ranches in the area. This
innovative measure will save water from being taken from the Russian River at a vital time of the river’s
flow. The Tribe’s investment in the ongoing viniculture operations has reinvigorated many previously
deteriorating vineyards, and its grapes are being used to produce high‐quality wines. Lytton operates its
vineyards on a fish‐friendly and sustainable basis, and is working towards sustainability certification
pursuant to the practices of the Sonoma County Winegrape Association and the California Sustainable
Winegrowing Alliance.
Lytton Rancheria is a Good Neighbor
Lytton Rancheria has prided itself in being a good neighbor to the communities surrounding its
lands. For example, in San Pablo, the Tribe provides more than 50% of the City’s operating budget and
donates to many local charities. For instance, the Tribe sponsors a yearly golf tournament to benefit the
Brookside Foundation thus providing $100,000 a year for healthcare for an impoverished community.
The Tribe has also donated $50,000 to the Boys and Girls Clubs of San Pablo. In addition, the Tribe

contributes $25,000 a year to the Friendship House in San Francisco to help aid in drug and alcohol
rehabilitation in the Bay Area.
The Tribe is a premier supporter of the Wells Fargo Center for the Arts in Sonoma County,
donating $500,000 a year for children’s programs and musical instruments. Lytton has recently agreed
to give $250,000 a year for five years to the Charles Shultz Children’s Charities, which includes three
different children’s charities in Sonoma County. These are just a few examples of Lytton Rancheria using
its resources to assist its local communities.
On the federal level, Lytton Rancheria does not accept any federal funding it is eligible for as a
tribe except for Indian Health Service (IHS) funding, which it immediately turns over to the Sonoma
Indian Health Clinic. This Clinic provides healthcare for all Indians, regardless of tribal affiliation, residing
in Sonoma County. On top of its IHS funding, the Tribe also donates an additional $600,000 per year to
the Sonoma Indian Health Clinic to use for expenses.
Memoranda of Agreement
Realizing that having land in trust in Sonoma County would change some of the current uses of
the land, the Tribe has spent years meeting with, negotiating and forming agreements with the County
of Sonoma, the local school district and the local fire department.
Windsor Fire Protection District
Lytton Rancheria has entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Windsor Fire
Protection District to provide emergency services to tribal members located in the proposed tribal
housing area, which is within the District’s jurisdiction. Under the Agreement, the Windsor Fire
Protection District will provide the initial response to all emergency incidents for fire, medical, rescue or
other reported emergency reason.
In return for these services, the Tribe has agreed to make payments to the fire district including:
$50,000 a year for equipment purchases and $80,000 a year for one full‐time firefighter. In addition, the
Tribe has agreed to pay to the District, prior to the start of construction: $750 per each single family
home, $525 per each multi‐family unit, and $340 per every 1,000 square feet of space for a community
center and tribal retreat center. Once property is in trust status the Tribe has also agreed to pay the
District on an escalating basis yearly. The beginning payment would be $25,000/year and increase up to
$50,000/year for the term of the agreement. Further, the Tribe has agreed to provide additional
funding if necessary in the case of an emergency such as terrorism, earthquake or other act of God.
The Tribe will comply with California Fire Code and Fire Safety Standards Ordinance during
construction of all housing and tribal buildings. The Tribe will also be responsible for providing adequate
water and pressure for firefighting.
Windsor Unified School District
Lytton Rancheria has entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Windsor Unified
School District to prepare for and mitigate an increase in school aged children who would move into the
proposed tribal housing. The Tribe has agreed to pay, based on the Environmental Assessment for the

housing project, the amount of $1 million dollars. This amount is similar to the amount that would be
owed to the School District if the land were developed by a non‐tribal entity.
Town of Windsor
The Tribe is in talks with the Town of Windsor for water and sewer support for the tribal housing
area since the development would be just outside the current Town water and sewer boundaries. This
decision is likely to be made through public referendum and the Tribe is prepared to pay substantially to
mitigate any costs required by such services as well as to assist the Town with other priorities it might
have for its citizens.
County of Sonoma
After years of discussion and negotiation, Lytton Rancheria and the Sonoma County Board of
Supervisors have agreed to and signed a binding Memorandum of Agreement (MOA). I am pleased to
report that both the Lytton Tribal Council and the Sonoma County Board of Supervisors voted
unanimously to support the agreement and the legislation to take lands into trust for the Tribe.
The detailed Agreement with the County initially spans a term of a generation and covers almost
every aspect of land management once the tribally‐owned land is taken into trust status. The MOA is
too long to detail in this testimony, but I will cover some of the significant portions.










An Environmental Assessment was prepared and submitted to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
circulated regarding the residential development area for tribal housing. The Bureau of Indian
Affairs issued a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) on June 5, 2012. The MOA contains
agreements for the mitigation of potential impacts from this, or any future, land being taken
into trust status for Lytton Rancheria.
In the residential development area, the MOA contains agreements on how many units will be
built, the size of the units and who can reside there. Some oak trees will be cut in the
residential area, however the Tribe has marked and will protect the larger heritage trees, and is
providing the County with funding to replace, on a 1 to 1 ratio, the smaller trees that are cut
down.
The Tribe has agreed to strict environmental protection and mitigation efforts for the residential
project, including the community and governmental facilities. The Tribe has also agreed that
for a potential future lodging facility and winery, it will prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement in compliance with NEPA and negotiate with the County on mitigating impacts. The
Tribe waived its sovereign immunity in the MOA and agreed to binding arbitration if there is
disagreement on mitigation.
Lytton Rancheria has agreed to provide compensation for substantial mitigation and other costs
to the County. These include a onetime payment of $6 million dollars for mitigation of, among
other things, County roads, native oaks, woodlands; and a onetime payment of $100,000 for
costs incurred by the County to prepare and implement the MOA.
The Tribe has agreed to a continuous payment to the County based on the valuation of the land
as determined by the County Assessor’s Office. In addition the Tribe has agreed to pay to the
County 9% of all rents collected by the Tribe on hotel rooms and vacation rentals.

Governor of California
On May 27, 2015, Governor Jerry Brown, Jr. wrote a letter to Congressman Jared Huffman
expressing his support for the Lytton Rancheria Homeland Act of 2015. In his letter he stated in part,
“Lytton Rancheria and Sonoma County have concluded an Agreement that reflects a respectful
relationship. The Act and Agreement provide the framework for mutually beneficial cooperative efforts
that protect the Tribe’s sovereignty as well as the vital interests of Sonoma County residents.”
Closing
In closing Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you again for holding this hearing addressing the
number one priority of my tribe – the re‐establishment of a homeland on which the Lytton people can
once again live communally now and for future generations. We have been fighting back from losing
our lands (the last time) for more than 50 years, and I do not want another of our tribal elders to pass
away without knowing there once again is tribal land to house our people.
This Committee has been there for us in our struggle. Please know that fact is not lost on us. All
people need a homeland and we are no different. We are not asking for federal or state lands. We
have been able to purchase our own land and we have done the hard work of getting agreements with
our local non‐Indian communities. All we need now is for the federal government to finish what was
promised to us when our status was restored. As an Indian tribe, we need our land to be held by the
federal government in trust for the Lytton Rancheria.
Passage of HR 2538, the Lytton Rancheria Homeland Act of 2015 will restore my people to
where we were before termination. I hope you will continue to support the Lytton Rancheria and move
HR 2538 out of committee and to the House Floor in the near future.
Thank you.

Lytton Fee Owned Property to be Taken into Trust - May 1, 2015
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Lytton Fee-Owned Property
Proposed for Trust Acquisition (511.04 ac)
Town of Windsor City Limits
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From: Linda Kelly
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2017 8:16 AM
To: Peg Champion <peg@pegchampion.com>; Deb Fudge <deborafudge@gmail.com>; Mark Millan
<MMillan@Townofwindsor.com>; dominic@christophercreekwinery.com; Sam Salmon <mayorsalmon@gmail.com>;
Bruce Okrepkie <bokrepkie@gpins.com>; Town Council <TownCouncil@Townofwindsor.com>
Subject: RE: Town's letter to the BIA
Hi Peg,
Thank you for your thoughtful message and for sharing your letter with us. Please note that the link to the Jan. 18 packet
is now posted here, and the agenda item with the draft letter is included as item 12.2:
http://windsor-ca.granicus.com/GeneratedAgendaViewer.php?view_id=2&event_id=1357
12.2

Town Response to Bureau of Indian Affairs Letter Requesting Comment on Lytton Rancheria Trust Land
Application
Review draft letter of response to letter from United States Department of Interior Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
which requests the Town and several other parties to comment regarding the Lytton Rancheria of California’s
Non-Gaming Land Acquisition Application; direct staff on edits to letter, if any, and authorize Town Manager to
sign letter and transmit to BIA.

This letter has been drafted by legal counsel and staff, based on direction provided at Council meetings and reflects
preferences communicated to me by Councilmembers.
As you know, the Council has not been in lockstep alignment with your views on this, but your viewpoint is valued and
we have been able to learn much from the information and concerns that engaged residents such as yourself and others
have brought to the table. I think that your communication with the County and the Congressman have been impactful
to the overall process as well.
Although we may not be in agreement, I do appreciate the continued opportunity for constructive dialogue. We do
agree on the environmentally-preferable alternative however.
We have begun to receive community responses to our draft letter, and if you have further response once you read the
draft letter, please feel free to share your thoughts. I will be compiling all of the responses and feedback for the meeting
of Jan. 18.
Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions. Please note that Monday is a holiday for Martin Luther
King Jr. Day and we are closed. I will be checking any responses received up to the Council meeting.
Linda
_____________________
Linda Kelly
Town Manager
Town of Windsor
9291 Old Redwood Highway
P.O. Box 100
Windsor, CA 95492-0100
Phone (707) 838-5313
Fax (707) 838-7349
www.townofwindsor.com
lkelly@townofwindsor.com
Call or text Windsor Town Hall at (707) 838-1000
Town Hall Office Hours: 7:00am - 6:00pm, Monday – Thursday

From: Peg Champion [mailto:peg@pegchampion.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 9:02 PM
To: Linda Kelly <lkelly@Townofwindsor.com>; Deb Fudge <deborafudge@gmail.com>; Mark Millan
<MMillan@Townofwindsor.com>; dominic@christophercreekwinery.com; Sam Salmon <mayorsalmon@gmail.com>;
Bruce Okrepkie <bokrepkie@gpins.com>
Subject: Town's letter to the BIA

Dear Windsor Town Council and Windsor Town Manager I know you’re in the throes of preparing the town’s response to the BIA about the fee-to-trust application by the
Lytton Rancheria. I’m sending you a copy of the comments I sent to the BIA last month when I requested an
extension in the time allowed for comments. FYI, the BIA did grant an extension to me and I plan to send a
follow-up letter when I see the Town’s response.
Here’s the bullet list of the points I covered in my letter:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

The BIA faces potential lawsuits by approving an application from a group that is not a tribe as defined
by the Supreme Court’s Carcieri ruling.
The Lytton have absolutely no connection to the land on which they propose to build their housing.
Their reservation is now in Contra Costa County according to the California Attorney General’s
opinion.
The proposed housing development doesn’t conform to local zoning – town or county.
The Town of Windsor has gone on record twice opposing the development because it’s inconsistent with
the Sonoma County general plan and the town’s urban growth boundaries.
Measure K’s call for open space, community separators and greenbelts passed by an overwhelming 81%
vote in November 2016.
The Lytton threat to drill their own deeper wells and build their own sewage treatment is
environmentally irresponsible. The only way this housing project should be allowed is if they are
required to connect to municipal services from Windsor and follow local zoning requirements.
The original environmental assessment (on the initial application for just 92 acres) is more than a decade
old and completely inadequate for the 124 acre plan, let alone the 1,300 acre vision described in the
MoA.
The MoA was developed behind closed doors with no public hearing or input from the Town of
Windsor or any of the affected citizens.

It’s my hope that the town’s response takes a very strong stance with the BIA, reiterating the Town’s position
from the two prior resolutions where you went on record opposing the development.
I also think it’s incumbent on the Town Council to make the point that this is not simply an application for 124
acres and housing – you must make it clear that you know that this is merely the first step of a publicly
announced massive development program by the Lytton Rancheria that’s 10 times larger than this application
and includes a 200-room hotel and a 200,000 case-per-year winery that are totally out of character for the area.
The Town should make the point that you are opposed to not only the 124-acre application, but also to the
prospect of a 10X-larger development should the initial application be approved.
I think you also have the opportunity to make a point to the BIA that beyond the opinion of the Council and city
staff, you also heard overwhelming opposition from Windsor residents at a public forum and at many town
council meetings and you have received a petition signed by more than 2,000 citizens expressing their
opposition to the Lytton’s proposed development. The Town should make it clear to the BIA that you’ve heard
loud and clear from your constituents and that these citizens’ concerns must be addressed.
We look forward to seeing your draft response to the BIA stating your strong opposition to the proposal. We
promise to provide feedback to you either at next week's Council meeting or in writing beforehand.

Thanks for including us in the process,
Peg
Peg Champion
peg@pegchampion.com

FROM :MARY ANN

FAX NO. :7078370823

Jan. 18 2017 05:05PM

FAX TRANSMITTAL SHEET
DATE: JANUARY 18, 2017
FROM: BAINBRIDGE-KRAUSE BOOKKEEPING SERVICE./ MARY ANN BAINBIUDGE-KRAUSE
EMAIL- mary�ann bainbridge krause@yahoo.com
Linda Kelly. Town Manager
Hello Linda, I understand you are collecting letters that various Citizens of Windsor have written to the
Bureau oflndian Affairs. Attached is my letter, written on 12/21/16 to Amy Dutschke, Regional Director, and
Bureau oflndian Affairs. Please note, I attached a copy of Resolution# 2458-09 and map of proposed Lytton
1300 acre development. I have not included the attachments, as you are very aware of these documents.
Sorry, this is getting to you late, I had originally thought I would not be able to attend tonight's meeting, but
my plans changed.

THANKS,
Sincerely,
MARY ANN BAINBRIDGE-KRAUSE

Pl

FROM :MARY ANN

FAX NO. :7078370823

Jan. 18 2017 05:06PM

Amy Dutschke, Regional Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Pacific Regional Office
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-2820
Sacramento, Ca 95825
December 21,2016
RE: Public comments on Lytton Rancheria Land Acquisition Application
Dear MS Dutschke:
I am a 20 year resident of Windsor, Ca/ Sonoma County, Ca and my life would be impacted if
the BIA were to approve the Lytton Rancheria Trust Application. I appreciate the opportunity to
comment.
I oppose this land moving into trust for the following reasons:
The Town of Windsor officially opposes this land going Into trust. The Town has passed two
resolutions since 2002 to that effect. Stating, the inconsistency with the general plan ,that It would not
support the town's desire for city centered growth and citing environmental damage which is not
consistent with the preservation of open space and greenbelt boundaries. Resolution #2458-09 was
signed on May 6 1 2009 by two current Town Council members, Mayor Deb Fudge and Councilman Sam
Salmon. I have included a copy of this resolution for you to review.
Furthermore, this development is not 124 acres. It Is over 1300 acres, which now includes over
376 homes; a 200 room hotel, a 200,000 case winery, 2 event centers with restaurants and shops
planned. (See attached map). All 1300 acres are not currently zoned for development. And as you can
see from the map, many property owners are within the boundaries and or surrounded by this
development. The Lytton's plan to destroy the local ecosystem, by cutting down 1500 blue o.ak trees,
which is one of the best preserved stands in the County. Furthermore, this development will greatly
impact Windsor's roads and infrastructure. The rural roads connecting to this project are insufficient for
this project.
The Lytton's already have an existing reservation 60 miles away in Contra Costa County. How
and why should they qualify for another reservation?
Please do not approve and move this land into trust. Thank you for your consideration

Mary Ann Bainbridge�Krause
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XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
My name is Peg Champion and I live at 1337
Woody Creek Lane in Windsor. I'm a neighbor of the Lytton
Development- our home is in the middle of the Lytton Sphere, as identified by the County in their
Memorandum of Agreement with the Lytton developers.
Before I begin, let me state that I am not a racist, nor do I have any objections to lawful development that
would benefit the Town of Windsor and its residents.
Current law does not allow the Lytton to move these lands into federal trust. Here are the facts:
•

Windsor resolution #2458-09 is current and valid and clearly opposes this land going into trust,
based on its non-compliance with the law. Please state this in your letter and include a copy of the
resolution with your letter.

•

There is a strong opposition by Windsor residents to this project. This is clearly stated in the
congressional record house report on HR 2538, item #114-633 which records:
"a relatively large number of communications from the residents of Windsor, CA are in opposition."
This council is also in receipt of a physical petition, with 2,000 signatures, opposing this
project. That same petition has been provided to both the US House of Representatives Natural
Resources Committee and to Senator Diane Feinstein. Please include House Report #114-633
and the petition with your letter.
In addition, there have been several public meetings during which people have strongly voiced
their opposition. For example, the majority of the 500+ attendees of the Furth Center Meeting held
on 8.25.15. Please include all the public meeting dates regarding this trust application and please
note the strong opposition voiced at these public meetings in your letter.
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